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Paranapiacaba

There are loads of starting point for our photography.
The work we can put together goes from the storytelling of the last steam locomotive 
since 1867 in the small station of this town, to the reportage inside of the museal area 

dedicated to locomotives and carriages, including the wide control rooms and the 
typical work tools. 



The variety of shapes and details in situations of 
different lights give us the chance to catch things under a narrative point of view and 
also under a very personal point of view.
It's a very stimulating and productive way of seeing our reality.
It's important to work with a tripod as well.
We'll develop our both skills of telling a story taking advantage of our creative and 
tecnique eyes.



This Photo Workshop will give us the chance to get in touch and to get to know a 
country that develops itself in a very peculiar economic period that produced several 

examples of art, architecture and buildings in general, in a context of a unique 
transport sector, highly organized.

CASA DE PEDRA

The Stone House (“Casa de Pedra”), located in São Paulo’s second-largest slum - 
Paraisópolis - is one of the attractions not to be missed for those who love art and 

creativity.

‘Paraisópolis Castle’ (or ‘Sculpture House’), name given by slum residents, is a 
product of one man’s passion for a rosebush. Estevão Silva Conceição - owner and 

artist of the house - started using glass, ceramic tiles, discarded construction material 
(among others) to build one structure that, after years of work, looks like a dream’s 

labyrinth. 

This first rosebush gave place to other plants and a beautiful suspended garden where 
we can find fruit trees, orchids and, of course, other rosebushes. Estevão’s work is 
being compared to the work of Antonio Gaudi, a Catalan architect. Similarities are 
astonishing. Hard to believe Estevão had never heard of Gaudi when he started his 

work, twenty years ago.



In 2001, to celebrate what would be Gaudi’s 150h anniversary, a Brazilian cineaste - 
Sergio Oksman - filmed a documentary entitled “Gaudi na Favela” (Gaudi in the 
Slum). The movie shows Estevão’s talent and an invitation for him to visit Barcelona, 
where he could know and confirm similarities between Gaudi’s work (Parc Guell) 
and his house (Stone House).

Stone House is also Estevão’s family home where he, his wife Edilene and his two 
children, Stefania and Enrique, live. Everywhere you look you can witness resident’s 



creativity. Bedrooms with decorated ceilings, wood stars and wall art, all made by 
him. Of course with all this Edilene has hard work cleaning the details but she says it 
is worth due to her amazement of husband’s work. This admiration is shared between 
his children who say love living there.

Estevão does not consider his work finished, he wants to keep working on the house 
but complains on lack of time and space. As creativity has no limits there will always 
be new and unexpected things to be seen in his house, built and sustained by passion.

Beco Batman e Beco Familia

This is an area of the city in which the Graffitti are kind of an “Open Air” Gallery, 
where brazilian artists and not only them, have made real artworks.

Everything started in the ’80s, when artists began to draw their superheroes at their 
height of that specific period and when several generations of art students carried on 
with these tradition and also with psychedelic images along streets walls of this area.



Still today many street artists carry on with this artwork, with their graffitti painted on 
the old ones or just beside them.

Shooting in this block will be definitely something to remember.

Minhocao

Every Sunday an aerial walkaway, very busy during week days, turns into a stroll for 
the whole neighborhood.

Cyclists, joggers, skaters, but also fathers and mothers with their kids, old people and 
young lovers, walk on this street that surrounds thousands of houses, creating a 

surreal view.



Hawkers, musicians, people of any age, people who peek from their windows, just a 
whole humanity to describe with images.

But also so many perspectives and architectures, cuts made from unusual point of 
views.

Minhocao is a real discovery, even for its inhabitants.

$https://vimeo.com/84141056

PRICE: R$ 1.100,00

INFO & SUBSCRIPTIONS:
renata.benaderet@gmail.com

info@sandrosantioli.com
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